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OFFICIAL
H
Thanks so much for your participation & support on the deep dive on age verification with Minister Robert
yesterday. We appreciate the collaboration with yourself & DSS on this work. We’ve documented the actions from
the meeting below.
will set up some time with you & the team to work through how you[‘d like to progress,
particularly on the piece around measuring success, we’d be keen for any views you have on this specifically. For
visibility, I had also committed to reconnecting with
from DSS post the meeting yesterday as he
believes they can help facilitate some of the industry discussions in the gambling sector.
1. DTA to discuss and define outcomes and metrics of each AV trial in more detail with eSafety Commissioner
2. MO to confirm whether any additional authority required to commence trials. PM letter may be required,
including Minister Fletcher.
3. DTA to explore how to progress AV + Digital ID trials with alcohol, then gambling (with DSS), followed by
pornography (with eSafety Commissioner)
a. DTA to explore including myGovID in early alcohol AV trials
b. DTA to speak with NSW Liquor and Gaming regarding NSW online alcohol sales
4. DTA (via DTA DLO) to start exploring options to incorporate Digital Identity into National Self-Exclusion
Register being built by ACMA

Acting Head Digital Identity and myGov strategy branch
Digital Transformation Agency
Email:
Ph:
EA:
Ph:
Canberra Office: 50 Marcus Clarke Street Canberra ACT 2601
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IMPORTANT: This message, and any attachments to it, contains information
that is confidential and may also be the subject of legal professional or
other privilege. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you
must not review, copy, disseminate or disclose its contents to any other
party or take action in reliance of any material contained within it. If you
have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by
return email informing them of the mistake and delete all copies of the
message from your computer system.
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